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Chairman’s Chatter
We were so lucky to have such good weather, to hold such a fun couple of days. Those members of
the club and their friends who came had a great time with full trains for most of Sunday running,
visitors being signed up to join the club, and youngsters and some disabled folk all having a time of
their life.
The “ Five Inchers” had trains to die for with long rakes of coal wagons, opportunities to run and
shunt their loads at will, visiting bicycle train and wagon, traction engines, an electric version of a
steam car, and a steam lorry, a miniature Land Rover - very popular with some small drivers - and
many visiting Five Inch Locos both steam and electric.
When one was hungry the canteen was run at full bore, led by Chef Tom and a host of ladies who all
did sterling work in keeping us fed and watered, we lacked for nothing, the array of cakes was mouthwatering, and by the end of play only crumbs were left!
If you missed the event you will have to wait till next year, when it will be even bigger and can you
believe it, more fun!
Please let me know what would be of interest to you for our Thursday evening talks. Let’s make them
relevant so that we have a good turnout.

Robin Duys.

This is how you are supposed to clean a loco: (Ctrl+Click)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5XxaGBG6Xdo&feature=push-sd&attr_tag=Mwz_EBI5w9YFyjaq%3A6

A sad farewell to two of our members.
Many of the regular members will be sad to note that recently two members of
ESSMEE have passed away, Polly Rabbits and Eric Lindsey, within a few weeks of
each other.
They were both very early members of the club, and were strong regular
supporters who one could rely upon to help out at major
events.
Polly loved talking to the crowds on the platform, and having
fun.
Eric always enjoyed driving Shepton, and gave sound advice on
engineering matters.
We shall miss them both, and our sympathy and condolences go to Dennis, and
Kay and their families.
ESSMEE Website https://essmee.org.uk
Items for the newsletter: Let’s make the next one a bumper edition! Send news, articles, photos to
janiceapwhite@yahoo.com

Open Weekend, October 2019

My railway in the village of Bushey in Hertfordshire.
My son and I have just joined the club and this link to my website
outlines the whole story of the Bushey Miniature Railway and details of
the issues we came across (so far)! We are looking for local volunteers
to help with the ongoing work, we always welcome visiting locos, and
hope to form some sort of club soon.
https://danielsiddall.wixsite.com/bmr-herts

Thanks for this lovely letter Dan!
Hi,
My son and I just wanted to thank all at the ESSMEE for a great
weekend on the 5th and 6th Oct.
As new members we felt so welcome and at home there. My son really
enjoyed himself taking round the various rolling stock so kindly lent to us by
members we met (see attached).
His love of signalling was also satisfied by spending plenty of time in the signal box being shown the basics of
how that impressive system works day to day.
I found the quality of the locos and rolling stock so impressive and talking to the creators of such detailed
examples was fascinating - not to mention the quality of the cake!
I estimate our little engine coveted approx. 16 miles during the weekend - a real test of endurance when
pulling 11 mineral wagons!
We plan to come down again soon to find out more regarding the live steam side of things as we plan to get
our own small steam loco next year. We really are so glad we joined and look forward to seeing you all again
soon.
Please pass on our thanks to all. Kind regards,

Dan and George Siddall

Gilling Revisited. GL5 Main Line Association Rally - August 2019
Perhaps anyone who is interested in scale 5" standard gauge railways should consider attending at least one
of these meetings. Each year, the Ryedale S.M.E. and the Lindsey Model Society jointly organise two such
events at the track belonging to the Ryedale Society in the village of East Gilling, North Yorkshire. The first is
over two days of the late May Bank Holiday, and the other over three days of the August Bank Holiday.
My first visit with my wife, Christine, was in August 2012 when we were made very welcome by the Ryedale
members, and I was most taken with the whole event. Further visits followed in 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016
with Mike and Eileen Colburn also attending these last two. Although not planned at the time, subsequent to
the "minor" housekeeping problem experienced when members of GL5 visited ESSMEE in July this year, I
decided that it might be a good diplomatic move to attend the August 2019 event at Gilling, and having
determined that the self-catering accommodation we had used in previous years would be available, the
necessary arrangements were made.
Rimpton to Gilling is a long journey - 316 miles to be precise. As we would be travelling on the Friday before
the Bank Holiday and anticipated heavy motorway traffic, we decided to depart at 05.00. In fact, unlike
previous years with miles of road works on the M1, the journey went without holdups, and with two brief
stops en route we arrived at the track by 12.15 when I was able to register for duties over the weekend, and
unload my own wagons to join the other two hundred or so which would also be in use.
The track at Gilling has three shunting yards, the largest of which is called Erimus from which much of the rest
of the track can be seen. When I registered at the time of our arrival on Friday, I indicated that I would be

happy to put in a two hour turn on Saturday morning in Erimus, the same in the afternoon, and then repeat
these duties on Sunday. Each of the three yards, and the two signal boxes have a very detailed timetable for
the days' operation indicating the type of each train to be made up, and the time at which that train is to
depart. In addition, there is an indication as to the anticipated arrival time of incoming trains. Each yard is
staffed by a yardmaster who interprets the timetable. He is assisted by one or
two shunters who make up or break down the trains, and of course the driver
of a pilot loco used to physically move the wagons or carriages. For much of
the time the making up of two trains is undertaken simultaneously, so the
yardmaster is concerned not only about timing but also what stock he has to
work with in the yard at any one time. In addition, since the main line is
double track, trains may be specified as either "up" or "down", and
consequently consideration must be given to which end the guards van is to
be attached.
Main line with express passenger on the up line, mixed goods on the down.
Up Yard is to the left and Erimus to the right.
Trains begin running at 08.30, but on Saturday I was not due to begin until 10.00. I did in fact arrive early and
joined Bob Willis, a member of the Ryedale Society who was yardmaster in Erimus, and working as his shunter
was relatively easy as he has had much practice in organising that yard. Yardmasters do not all work in exactly
the same manner, some passing instructions to the shunter who in turn tells the yard pilot the next move or
series of moves. Others like Bob take a more active role coupling and uncoupling wagons, and changing
points as necessary which means that the shunter has less walking to do. There must have been a shortage of
volunteers to work in the yards since I was still there at 13.30. A quick sandwich and cup of tea for lunch, and
I was back in Erimus for the afternoon, now with a different yardmaster. Towards the end of the afternoon,
trains began their final journey of the day, with a number terminating in Erimus. As most of this stock would
no longer be needed, an additional pilot
locomotive arrived to begin moving it
down to the "bunker" which provides six
roads for secure overnight storage directly
beneath the yard. I finished my turn at
16.45 leaving the yardmaster and another
shunter to complete the day's duties.

Erimus Yard looking west.

Erimus yard looking east with Pilot loco, GWR Pannier 3708.

Sunday began in a similar fashion. Johnny Ward was yardmaster in Erimus, and immediately suggested that I
should take over from him. I politely declined, but within fifteen minutes Johnny handed me the timetable
folder and disappeared! He is a very knowledgeable and capable signal man, and apparently had been called
away to sort out a problem elsewhere on the site. Thus I became yardmaster by default, with a shunter who
had not worked in a yard previously, and a pilot driver on whose loco the injector was unreliable. A relief pilot
was called up, and we then managed to focus on building the trains as indicated by the timetable. The secret
of reading the timetable quickly became apparent - always look well ahead, and determine the types of train
to be made up to ensure that appropriate wagons were retained for particular trains, or should be part of
arriving trains. The morning passed quickly, and again lunchtime came somewhat later than expected. As I
handed over the timetable, it was pleasing to be complimented by the Erimus signalman to the effect that the
morning had gone well, and that all of our trains had departed on time.
Following an even shorter lunch break I returned to Erimus anticipating taking up the role of shunter again. I
was met by the yardmaster who had taken over from me earlier. He was somewhat concerned as he was
having difficulty following the timetable, and to complicate matters, the loco of a train that had recently
departed from the yard had failed and was partially blocking the exit road. The pilot was used to draw the

train back into the yard, and the signalman called up a new loco from the shed. We then went back to the
timetable to try to reclaim some of the lost time in making up trains due to depart later. By mi- afternoon
things were running more smoothly although having made up a mixed goods train due to leave at 15.06 the
anticipated mainline loco didn't arrive, and the train remained in the yard until the end of the day! We never
did find out the reason. As happened late on Saturday afternoon, trains terminating in Erimus whose stock
was no longer needed was transferred to the bunker, and at about 17.00 I completed my turn.
Having spent most of both Saturday and Sunday in Erimus yard leaving Christine in charge of Alfie the dog, I
opted to give Gilling a miss on Monday morning. We visited the nearby village of Hovingham, and went on to
Castle Howard only a few miles away. By mid-day we were back at Gilling. Instead of volunteering to work in
a yard again in the afternoon, the time was spent watching others. Too soon activities began to wind down as
members from all over the country began to reclaim their stock in preparation for long journeys home. By
17.30 everything had been cleared away, and members of the Ryedale Society prepared for a well-earned club
barbecue.
As I mentioned in a report I submitted several years ago, the valley in which
Gilling stands seems to attract rain, and rarely does a GL5 event enjoy a wholly
dry weekend. However, this year was different, and the area had unusually
sunny hot weather for the entire time similar to most of the country. Many of
the drivers found sitting behind a loco in direct sun for extended periods to be
most uncomfortable. The same can also be said for those of us working the
yards. Thanks must go to the ladies who ran the kitchen, keeping us provided
with drinks, both cold and hot throughout the event.
Duchess of Sutherland with a rake of eight Pullman and three Mk.1's.
This beautifully finished loco was most impressive, and performed faultlessly, with motion work which was
almost silent.
If you are interested in a video record of the weekend, you might like to take a look at the following:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mx9OmRWMIKQ&t=657s

David Hale.

A Swiss Railway in the Garden
Following on from David Hale’s excellent article in the last edition of the newsletter, I thought I might expand
on his Swiss discovery in this rather excellent railway loving country. Although famed for watches, clocks and
banking, the Swiss have a keen eye for precision engineering – having applied it in many guises to their
wonderful railway network. Not only does it weave elegantly through some of the most complex terrain on
Earth, it also works near perfectly and is precisely timed so every connection is always maintained. Rather like
another Swiss creation – the famed Swiss watch.
Railways in Switzerland touch nearly every member of the population, making their popularity both
entrenched in Swiss culture but also conveniently nostalgic. With this in mind, the country has number of very
good miniature railways dotted across the German and French speaking regions – with days out to such
attractions still very popular. Unlike UK based clubs and societies, most Swiss miniature lines operate
commercially as well as being part of a club track – commercial interests seem to work quite well, with nearly
every railway I have visited being of a very good quality - modern facilities, extensive rolling stock storage,
workshops and large clubhouses. A club near Zurich also has its own rather large pub and restaurant along
with sleeping facilities for visiting members.
A very well-known miniature railway in Switzerland is the Swiss Vapeur Parc in Le Bouveret, on the shores of
Lake Geneva. This layout is particularly well known and popular with quite a few UK enthusiasts as well as
those from nearly all over Europe. The SVP track is actually operated by the ‘Club des Amis’ – whose founders
setup the Parc in the late 1980’s. Since then, it has grown extensively and is now a tourist attraction in its own
right – being open to the public 7 days a week and generating a significant commercial income. Although still
run and maintained ‘in the majority’ by club volunteers, the SVP is an excellent example of all the ingredients
needed to create a successful, commercially focused miniature railway. One that can also service club

members with state of the art facilities. Its commercial success can clearly be seen through the superb quality
of the trackwork, design, route layout, signalling and even the flora and fauna. Although membership isn’t
cheap compared to UK clubs, it is no more than a TV licence would cost you or I - perhaps a small price to pay?
Interestingly, the Swiss Vapeur Parc and the layout that David Hale visited are both unique in Switzerland for
having a rack and pinion setup. Unusually for a country with a significant number of rack assisted railways,
only two miniature lines exist on any scale (not counting private railways). The idea of having rack and pinion
in miniature has always fascinated me, and emanating this system back here in the UK is something I have
been working on for the last few months. Currently only one rack assisted 71/4 line exists to my knowledge (I
am likely wrong here) – and this is at the Beamish Museum. The rack assisted section in comparison is actually
quite extensive and was designed by the late Ken Swann, who also built the resident Koppel steam locomotive
that operates the line most of the time.
As a new member to ESSMEE, one of the reasons I joined the society was to further my knowledge of 7¼
principles so I could start the rather ambitious project of building a rack railway in my garden. Inspired by the
Swiss and benefiting from a conveniently mountainous landscape, this would really be the only solution. I
started work back in March this year and so far have constructed the majority of the trackbed and rack
assisted slope section. Whilst I note there are many opinions on how to craft the permanent way, I have opted
for the robust standard details of a cyclepath. Which should be quite sufficient.
I am not much of a fan of overengineering, so prefer to precisely calculate what can be calculated and work
from there. You can see below a selection of pictures documenting my progress so far
in construction of the line;
Excavation and groundworks – surprisingly this is best done
using some plant. If you are confident yourself then good
for you, I am not and so simply asked a groundworking firm
to build me a footpath with specified gradients and levels.
Once done, the sub-base is compacted and essentially ready
for track laying to begin. I am a fan of both neatness and
buried plastic sleepers, so I have opted to top ballast everything to
create a nice and clean finish. This also means the trackbed can be
used as a footpath if needed. A Cotswold 20mm chipping aggregate
was used to satisfy the planners, which in the end looks quite
smart.
The rack section – the slope is a 1 in 12 gradient and is assisted by a
miniature version of the Strub rack system (essentially one
toothed rack). The rack is laser cut and pre drilled, supplied in 2.5m sections – as
with laying the running rails, a jig is used to determine the centre line, where the
rack is bolted to the sleepers through a right angle bracket. The distance between
the height of the rail and the height of the rack is very precise with a small tolerance
for error. Therefore, it is crucial the rack sits flush with the sleeper. To make things
more interesting, this section is curved at a 16m radius, which goes through an S
shape bend at the precipice of the hill.

Once the track is installed, it is edged
using a powder coated steel edging,
specifically manufactured to retain
the ballast and allow for flush fit
landscaping to be carried out. Overall
the rack section comprises a 100m or
so elevated line, with the incline
taking up around 25 or so meters,
rising from ground level to around 5ft.
Those of you wondering what sort of locomotive will be hauling passengers up the slope will have to wait until
Spring 2020 when she is finished and delivered (and yes, all the way from Switzerland!)
Matt Fairweather

Welcome to our new members!
Simon Neath, Ben Staple, David Sumner, Stephen Biddick, Dee Stapley, Roger Minton, Kevin
Grimes, Ricardo Rosa and Robert Hiscox
We hope you enjoy joining in with all the activities.
Reading between the lines can be quite dangerous.

Anne Malleson
Especially if you are at a railway station

The tunnel is taking shape!

Photo credits this issue: Anne Malleson, George White, Robin Duys, Matt Fairweather, David Hale, Roy
Procter
When I was young, my mum used to put food on a spoon and say, "There's a train coming. There's a train
coming." We'd always eat it because we knew that if we didn't, she wouldn't untie us from the railway line.

Driver experience
This year we have given seven people the experience of driving Centaur and Mendip. We use Centaur because
it gives people a nice view of the track at low level so they can see all the ups and downs and places to stop.
This means that when they move on to Mendip, they know why they are being told to slow down.
This may sound dangerous but it isn’t really, as we have the Guard on permanent standby with the brake and
when the speed goes above 4mph then the train is slowed down. We aim to do 3 circuits with each engine.
We are selling these experiences next year for £45.00 and they make a good present - we have already sold
one for 2020. Volunteer drivers are needed so see me, Brian Wilson, Chris Kelly or Roy Procter. George White
Driver training
I am hoping to complete this year’s group sometime in November although a lot depends on the weather!
Next year we will have a similar programme but try and start earlier in the year, perhaps even March. A notice
will be put up on the board sometime in February.
George White
Events for your diary
November 21st
December 18th
December 26th
Christmas Dinner

Talk by Simon Bowditch
Christmas Dinner at the Natterjack Inn – see below for menu choices.
Steam up at Ditcheat

Come and join us for a convivial afternoon at the Natterjack Inn, Evercreech Junction, BA4 6NA
Sign the notice in the clubhouse or let George White know your menu choices. somersetwhites@gmail.com
The Natterjack Christmas Party Menu 2019
Starters
Cauliflower & White Onion Soup, Warm Crusty Bread
Smoked Beetroot Carpaccio, Pickled Balsamic Baby Onion & Roquefort Crumble
Ham Hock & Cinnamon Spiced Duck Leg Terrine, Apple & Plum Chutney, Toasted Rye Bread
Smoked Salmon & Leek Fishcake, Creamy Tallegio Dip
Mains
Traditional Roast Turkey, Chestnut Stuffing, Sweet Potato & Sprout Gratin, Pigs in Blankets, Honey & Parmesan Roast
Parsnips, Roast Potatoes & Seasonal Veg
Slow Roasted Lamb Wellington, Pea & Mint Puree, Smoked Onion Mash & Red Current Glaze
Pan Fried Fillet of Hake, Creamed Savoy Cabbage & Bacon, New Potatoes, Wild Mushroom & Whisky Cream
Smoked Applewood, Sweet Potato & Chestnut Tart, Creamed Spinach & Nutmeg with Polenta & Rosemary Chips
Puddings
Homemade Traditional Christmas Pudding, Brandy Sauce
Gingerbread Cheesecake, Clotted Cream Icecream
Poached Pears, Pistachio Crumb & Mulled Wine Sorbet Vegan
Black Forest Brownie, Black Cherry Coulis & Chocolate Icecream
Warm Christmas Mincemeat Bakewell Tart, Cranberry Frangipane & Egg Nog Cream
Somerset Cheeses, Biscuits, Apple Chutney
3 Courses £30 2 Courses £24(Lunchtimes Only)

Ifor Update
Today the weather was unexpectedly good, providing an opportunity to properly test run my Stafford for a change.
I report complete success at last! I had the whole of the track to myself except for the presence of a work train of tunnel
builders at times. But they eventually went for lunch leaving me with the main circuit clear. I ran Ifor for over 1.5 hours
continuously only stopping to pick up water or check the fire. Firing was done on the run but the front of the fire could
not be seen from the driving position. Both injectors worked although great care was needed with the steam valve for
success. I was able to put water into the boiler while running too. Ifor steamed like crazy and had to be calmed to
prevent too much blowing off. I did not have a train so he was only pulling me. Next time I hope to be able to try with a
train and passengers. (Weather permitting!) I must now work out how to attach my tea strainer spark arrestor to the
top of the chimney.
Roy Procter

